
Music Cities DC 2015 
Aggregated from all speakers 
over the course of the day, 
mixed and mashed together 
into something that might only 
make sense to Gahlord 
Dewald, Thoughtfaucet, who 
assembled this mindmap.

See Also

John Boyd Creation and Destruction

Making Something from Nothing

Valuing Music

Citizens having enough slack time to engage 
in creative pursuits as a KPI for whether or not 
the city is thriving.

Increased cost of living decreases amount of 
time available for creative production—
creative people working at paid jobs so much 
that not as much time left to make art.

Culture doesn’t scale like a business

Reconnecting as humans

The economic value of creating Place

Economic value of the music product

Value of the entire experience of the city that 
leads up to the creation of the product

Music/musicians attracting financial resources 
from outside of New Orleans to close gaps the 
local government failed to close.

Gentrification

Relationship to other gov departments

Transportation

Given the role of alcohol in the subsidizing of 
music, it is a transportation issue.

As creative zones gentrify, they export their 
poverty to the suburbs and exurbs, creating a 
transportation issue.

Making point A and Point B better by 
connecting them. The better making as the 
important thing.

Security/Safety equitable treatment regardless of genre, 
population

Hiring musicians to play music in a place that 
people don’t normally feel safe (an 
underground walkway, for example) creates 
the illusion of safety and, as more people use 
the space under that illusion, the reality of 
safety.

Economic

remove the musicians from town and many of 
the other industries—the “day jobs” like 
coding, graphic design, food service, etc—
would suffer from a brain drain.

Inability to afford to live in Austin will drive the 
music class out because it will magnify known 
challenges Living out of town increases transportation 

costs for performing in Austin

Income from making music not keeping up 
with other increases in living in Austin 
decreases capacity for creative output

Tourism

The right language for city hall

Impact Study vs Census

Impact Study is for getting resources

Musicians

Venue Operators

Music Industry Census is for determining how those 
resources are used

Jobs, FTE

Demographics

Cultural Services because

infrastructure assets

parks

theaters

venues

including performance spaces in civic arts 
buildings

talent

people used to dealing with creatives

people who understand basic business 
aspects of music, booking etc.

Ensuring that music is included in all 
discussions of “arts”

Planning

Work with what you’ve gotindex city vs similar cities

Avoid Hubrisall that can be done is create right conditions

Keep it simple
few will read the thing

make recommendations which can be done

Attach a festival
Festival automatically involves media, which 
gets city/politicians more involved

Some elements of policy outcomes

Music industry

Branding

Musicians

Economic Impact

Social

Local Identity

Venue-based Live music task force

Writing a cultural plan

Clearly identifies the issues

Identifies the infrastructure

Identifies the land use objectives
“Agent of Change”

zoning/conveyances

Conducting a census

Having a team

Examine all existing laws and updating them 
to help create the right conditionsKPI of legislation cleaned

Pulse of the Music City

Seasonal
On/Off Season Where’s Music festival in Norrköping is in 

wintertime, off season to the larger Bravalle new music

internal city focus

Celebration calendar

Daily

9am-5pm Daytime economy

9pm-5am (aka “The Other 9-5”) Nightlife economy

economy

security
by being open 24/7 there isn’t a flux of 
intoxicated people released into one place 
with nowhere to go and no public transport to 
get them there.

good neighborliness 1/3 of London’s venues 
have closed since 2007

transportation

Pattern of a festival
nighttime: various clubs in the city

daytime: parks, outside, big shows

Establishing a Music City

Incubator spaces

Venue (with licensing)

Professional services

legal

marketing

accounting

business

audience development

Transitional spaces
configurable to needs

can make use of underutilized spaces

Place

know what makes the place, build on that

In New Orleans, raising rates on 2nd Line 
cultural tradition further diminishes capacity for 
this creative activity.

Solve for sustainable future

Musicians need to settle in and put down roots 
for the city to become a music city. Non-
transient population required.

Housing

In New Orleans, real estate policy and 
practices driving the prior community away.

more than just housing

social cohesion

public infrastructure
childcare

education

Healthy economyopportunities for local entrepreneurs

Financial guidanceentrepreneurial

Norrköping’s 10 year lease agreement to 
private event company

Risk of “all eggs in one basket” offset by 
events organized around the main festival (ala 
“off broadway”

Demonstration of city’s commitment

Tourism focused Venuesmixture of venue sizes

Infrastructure
Europe has been investing in arts 
infrastructure for hundreds of 
years, US still new to this activity.

Creativehub, city will help/organize

Permits

3 year plan
Commitment to 
see it through.

Develop local networks

Marketing

Venue scouting

Education for the next generation important for 
a music city

Delta of improvement is greater for arts-based 
curriculum in impoverished neighborhoods 
than similar schools with non-arts-based 
improvement strategies.

Grab Bag

Gig Buddy people to go to shows with mentally or 
physically differently abled.

Musician loading zones in front of venues

Daybreaker

In the morning/daytime when venues aren’t 
usually utilized

start with yoga, end with dance party

no alcohol

Library licenses local music

Technology enabledDigital archive of local music 

Latency-free collaborative performance

Internet cannot replace face to face, it can 
extend existing relationships though

City funds musicians outreach by purchasing 
their music.

What makes a city come to life?
Economic

Divestment Investment

Population

Tourism (city) Recognition that musicians are 
ambassadors for their townResidents (home)



/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Making Something from Nothing/Valuing Music/Citizens having 
enough slack t...

This ends up as a double KPI in some senses. 1) Citizens who have enough free time 
to engage in creative pursuits means that they are able to be less stressed and more 
settled as part of the community—they aren’t working all of the time, they have a little 
free time. 2) Citizens who choose to invest this free time in creative endeavors might 
be more valuable to the life of a city than those who choose do not choose to invest 
their free time in creative endeavors. While probably a little controversial, and certainly 
not perfect, item 2 should be a genuine consideration. A citizen who chooses to sit on 
the beach may be an excellent human of course. But a citizen who chooses to create 
art from their experience of sitting on the beach can further enrich the life of the city, 
increase the branding power of the city, and so on beyond those who do not engage 
in creativity. 

The creative product created by the creative citizens has lasting value that requires 
minimum upkeep. Perhaps greater than many other leisure time pursuits. For example, 
while citizens engaged in athletic activities in their leisure time are also enriching the 
life of the city and increasing the branding power of the city, athletic endeavors require 
consistent input (sporting arenas and their maintenance, etc) and the effects of the 
athletic activities fade without that upkeep.

/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Making Something from Nothing/Valuing Music/Culture doesn’t 
scale like a b...

Places are different, have different advantages/disadvantages. What works in one city 
may not work in another. Transplanting what works for Austin may not work in 
Burlington and vice versa. 

/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Making Something from Nothing/Gentrification

The success of musicians and their venues endangers their sustainability

The value increase between blighted wasteland and slightly less blighted wasteland is 
nearly infinite. This means the sweat equity and risk that musicians take in reclaiming 
abandoned space creates a definite increase in value of that space. Unfortunately, the 
risk and equity of this “pioneer” work carries no reward as the musicians did not own 
the property and sweat equity has no dollar value. The result of making something 
from nothing is that often those who made the improvement are driven out. 

/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Establishing a Music City/Solve for sustainable future/Housing/In 
New Orleans, real estate po...

For example, people driven out by the flood being unable to repair their old house and 
then having that house auctioned off. The only people who can afford to rehab an 
abandoned post-flood house are very different in many ways from those who are now 
unable to return.



/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Relationship to other gov depa.../Venue-based Live music task 
fo.../Writing a cultural plan/Identifies the land use object.../“Agent of Change”

Basically assigning the burden of soundproofing to new people who develop vs 
forcing venues to upgrade as their neighborhoods gentrify. For example, an innovative 
venue taking chances on vibrant new art in an industrial zone will eventually “make 
something out of nothing” in that neighborhood—people will want to live there. Once 
people live there, they will complain about the noise. “Agent of Change” places the 
burden of soundproofing on the people who are moving in (or rather, the developers of 
property who are capitalizing on the sweat equity put in by the innovative venue 
operators who took a chance on vibrant art in the industrial zone).

/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Relationship to other gov depa.../The right language for city ha...

City hall rarely understands “arts & culture” beyond (a flawed model of) branding; 
lumps in with tourism for this reason.

/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Pulse of the Music City/Daily/9pm-5am (aka “The Other 9-5”)/
Nightlife economy/good neighborliness/1/3 of London’s venues have cl...

Allowed to happen because public perception of night time economy with 
disturbance/not-desirable behaviors.

/Music Cities DC 2015 Aggregate.../Grab Bag/City funds musicians outreach ...

This has several benefits. 1) It gives musicians funds which results in more music/
touring and thus more ambassorship for the town. 2) The town then uses the music as 
giveaways and gifts which also increases cultural outreach of the town.


